
Camp Out for Sands Game Sheet
Sleeping Bag Races

And the winner is:

OR

1.

2.

Race against your fellow campers for points and 
discover who is your Sleeping Bag Race Champion! 

All race together at the same time with 
the same start and finish lines. 

Create an obstacle course and time each 
participant as they complete it individually. 

Every camper starts with 5 points, by winning a race 
they gain 1 point, if they fall/trip in their sleeping bag 
a point gets deducted. The winner is the camper with 

the most points at the end of the races! 

Use the table below to record everyone’s points.

Campers name Total pointsRace 1 Race 2 Race 3
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Fluffy Bunny Marshmallow Championships Star for Sands

We hope you enjoy these games, you can always add more of your own too! 

You will need lots of marshmallows for this challenge, simply take it 
in turns to see how many marshmallows you can get in your mouth 

and still say the words ‘FLUFFY BUNNY’. 

This a creative challenge, create a star using whatever you 
like! Use items in your garden, your camping snacks, or 
simply paint or draw. There is no limit to how creative you 

can be with making your star. 

Once every camper has created their star take pictures and 
share them on social media asking people to vote for their 
winner! (You could also share your fundraising page at the 
same time and encourage a small donation with every vote!) 

Here are some ideas to inspire you! 

Whoever wins the challenges remember, you are all stars in 
our eyes! Thank you for taking part in Camp for Sands and 
helping raise awareness and funds, to save babies lives and 

support bereaved families. 

Campers name Tally Final total

And the winner is:
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